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Abstract

Online learning is widely used in production to refine model parameters after initial deployment. This opens several vectors for covertly launching attacks against deployed models. To detect these attacks, prior work developed black-box and white-box testing methods. However, this has left a prohibitive open challenge: How is the investigator supposed to recover the model (uniquely refined on an in-the-field device) for testing in the first place. We propose a novel memory forensic technique, named AiP, that automatically recovers the unique deployment model and rehosts it in a lab environment for investigation. AiP navigates through both main memory and GPU memory spaces to recover complex ML data structures, using recovered Python objects to guide the recovery of lower-level C objects, ultimately leading to the recovery of the uniquely refined model. AiP then rehosts the model within the investigator’s device, where the investigator can apply various white-box testing methodologies. We have evaluated AiP using three versions of TensorFlow and PyTorch with the CIFAR-10, LISA, and IMDB datasets. AiP recovered 30 models from main memory and GPU memory with 100\% accuracy and rehosted them into a live process successfully.

1 Introduction

Law enforcement and forensic investigators need the capability to examine production deep learning (DL) models in the case of failure or attack. Existing works have proposed a slew of practical attacks against DL models, such as adversarial inputs \cite{1}–\cite{8}, adversarial teaching \cite{9}–\cite{13}, trust issues in federated learning \cite{14}–\cite{17}, and attacks that backdoor the model in-memory \cite{18}, \cite{19}. Fortunately, the research community has developed complementary vetting techniques to inspect a DL model and detect the attack \cite{6}, \cite{20}–\cite{26}. Ideally, an investigator would apply these vetting techniques to inspect a DL model post-failure. Unfortunately, retrieving the attacked DL model to inspect remains difficult for both technical and regulatory reasons.

In a forensic scenario, investigators cannot rely on obtaining a “stored copy” of the DL model for investigation. The at-rest representation of the model may be encrypted or instantiated from remote networks in countries outside the investigator’s jurisdiction \cite{27}–\cite{29}. Assuming legal permission and vendor cooperation, prior research has explored the retrieval of DL models from compiled binaries via deep neural network (DNN) operator identification and symbolic analysis to infer the shapes, parameters, and hyperparameters of models \cite{30}, \cite{31}. Forensic investigations rarely meet such assumptions. Further, investigators would still face significant effort to reverse engineer novel operator definitions \cite{31} or apply symbolic analysis \cite{30} in the face of binary protection techniques. Worse still, Sun et al. discovered that roughly 33\% of ML models analyzed in their work are protected from extraction via anti-dynamic-analysis techniques \cite{32}.

DNNs may also refine their decision boundaries continuously after deployment. For example, Apple’s Face ID takes pictures of the user when they correctly enter their PIN to retrain \cite{33}. Similarly, Tesla uses fleet learning, imitation learning, and self-supervised learning to continuously update the models in end-devices \cite{34}. Systems can also tailor themselves to a particular environment (e.g., network, user, geography) to combat concept drift \cite{27}. Each deployed model operates with unique parameters, necessitating that any inspection be conducted on that particular deployed model, which ultimately demands the extraction of the unique on-device model.

This creates a technical dilemma for forensic investigators. They might choose to apply black-box analysis techniques to inspect the victim model in deployment. Unfortunately, existing literature \cite{35} and our work (§2.1) have found black-box techniques to be slower and less accurate for attack detection. Alternatively, applying white-box inspection techniques (e.g., \cite{6}, \cite{21}–\cite{25}) requires in-memory access to the DL model. However, invasive instrumentation of the...
running DL model is nearly impossible. First, DNNs are implemented with complex software stacks, including interpreted languages (e.g., Python) and complicated ML frameworks whose data structures vary based on platform, version, and framework (e.g., TensorFlow [36], PyTorch [37]). Further, the white-box inspection would require visibility into the GPU, which stores weights and biases, and uses complex parallel computing platforms (e.g., CUDA [38]). Lastly, such invasive instrumentation of a victim device risks destroying evidence of the attack (e.g., crashing the ML process).

Though clearly important to the analysis of DL models, white-box techniques overlook a critical and arduous step in the investigation of the model, the actual retrieval of the model. In light of this, we turned our attention to memory-image forensics to recover DL models from memory, as well as enable the application of white-box inspection techniques. However, many existing state-of-the-art memory-forensics techniques rely on static data structure recovery [39]–[44], which are unable to recover the varied and complex data structures used in DL software stacks, as different models (which can be user-defined) have different in-memory representations. ML frameworks employ advanced garbage collection and memory management optimizations, obfuscating which in-memory objects are legitimate (e.g., tensors may be left allocated in memory with appropriate sizes and element counts, but with broken pointers). Layer weights are often stored in GPU memory, which has its own address space that is inaccessible to the CPU. Likewise, layer weights are stored in consecutive buffers, so it is impossible to determine where tensors start and end in GPU memory without context from CPU data structures. Lastly, to apply white-box analysis techniques, investigators must also be able to rehost the model into a live process for inspection.

To address these challenges, we propose AiP, an automated system for recovering DL models from main memory and GPU memory and rehosting them into a live process. AiP is the first work to enable the white-box inspection of in-production DL models by pairing GPU and CPU memory images. We come to the key insight that regardless of framework, platform, and version used in a proprietary DL system, the underlying data structures in these systems must contain key components generic to all DNNs (weights, biases, shapes, and layers such as flatten, pooling, etc.). AiP requires no prior knowledge of the particular model and can reconstruct models generically, allowing recovery of a variety of models such as CNNs [45] and RNNs [46]. AiP begins by identifying high-level DNN components associated with the model, ultimately recovering a root model object. AiP then proceeds to recover low-level data structures from CPU and GPU memory associated with the tensors of the model. AiP finally rehosts the recovered model into a new live process on the investigator’s device, such that white-box techniques can be applied.

In our evaluation using the LISA [47] traffic sign dataset, CIFAR-10 [48] image dataset, and IMDB movie review dataset [49], AiP successfully recovered 30 different models (with upwards of 94M parameters) and achieved 100% recovery accuracy. AiP also rehosted all 30 models into the live process (equivalent to the original deployed model) to enable further analysis with white-box techniques. To facilitate future work, we have made our code and dataset open source.1

2 DNN Forensics with AiP

AiP is designed to be “plug and play” with any existing or future white-box investigation techniques. We aim to demonstrate why AiP is necessary and helpful for the investigator by showing (1) that AiP can cooperate with white-box investigation techniques (which would be impossible without model recovery and rehosting), (2) that the white-box introspection technique enabled by AiP is better than the black-box introspection technique, and (3) the assumptions for applying and extending AiP.

2.1 Motivating Forensic Case

Self-driving cars are edge devices with uniquely trained parameters. Proper behavior of the car’s DNN is critical to the safety of the passengers in the car as well as other drivers on the road. When a self-driving car incorrectly identifies a traffic sign, that car’s DNN model needs to be examined. Recall that since each self-driving car’s model may be different from one another, the exact model deployed in the car at the time of misbehavior needs to be analyzed. Consider a self-driving car that has been deployed with a DL model that is continuously refined via online learning. The car has been extensively tested for backdooring before its deployment into the wild, but unfortunately it misidentifies a traffic sign and causes a collision.

1https://github.com/CyFI-Lab-Public/AiP
white-box technique [22]. With AiP’s recovery and rehosting capability, we enable a white-box analysis to be applied to the unique DNN model (enabling Alice’s approach).

Simulation Setup. To simulate the online learning investigation conducted by Alice and Bob, we began with unpoisoned models (Resnet152v1 and MobileNetV1), continuously fed them batches of training data, and captured memory images of the system during model refinement. To simulate an adversary slowly poisoning the car’s model, we continuously fed them batches of training data, and captured unpoisoned models (Resnet152v1 and MobileNetV1), to examine whether the car’s collision was caused by an attack (i.e., implanted backdoor). Bob decides to directly apply the state-of-the-art black-box technique AEV A [50], as simulation. For each poison rate in Column 3, Column 4 shows the attack success rate (ASR) for the backdoor triggers on the rehosted models (avg of 56.4%), and Column 5 shows the overall accuracy of the models (avg of 95.4%). For the rehosted models, it is worth noting that the attack success rates (ASR, Column 4) and overall accuracy (ACC, Column 5) for each model are exactly equivalent in both the deployed and rehosted models. This shows that AiP’s recovery and rehosting were successful (our evaluation of AiP is in §4). Columns 6-10 present the detection time and results of backdoor detection through the black-box technique (Columns 6 and 9) and the white-box technique enabled by AiP (Columns 7 and 10). For all scenarios, the ground truth backdoored class (Column 8) is speed limit (SL).

Unfortunately for Bob, the black-box technique fails to find the backdoor in all experiments. We found the maximum anomaly index for the SL class to be 2.572, falling below the baseline 4.0 needed to be met to be declared as backdoored by the technique [50]. Worse still, the average runtime is two orders of magnitude higher than the runtime for the white-box technique. Even accounting for the recovery and rehosting time of AiP (max 21,306 sec in Table 2), the black-box technique is still an order of magnitude slower.
“trigger” (patch) is shown in the middle and left images.

With AiP, the white-box analysis worked as expected. This includes finding four false positive backdoors ([SS] or [BG]) in addition to all 32 correct [SL] backdoors. Neural Cleanse [22] can produce a false positive when a mask and pattern for a non-backdoored class are generated that have an L1 Norm small enough to be anomalous. Fortunately, Alice can compare these to the much lower L1 Norm for [SL] and verify that these are false positives (as we did in this simulation). Most importantly, the white-box technique never misses the backdoored class in any of the models refined with poisoned data (0 FN).

Solving the Case. AiP provides the following evidence for Alice to solve this case:

1. **Figure 2c** shows the identified backdoor trigger displayed by AiP to Alice. In legal proceedings, Alice can use this output to testify that the self-driving car will misbehave 98.1% of the time this trigger is applied to signs on the street (evidenced by the 98.1% attack success rate in Table 2). For example, Alice may need to provide evidence for negligence claims, such as those brought against Tesla [52].

2. Alice can use AiP to interact with the model and demonstrate that new photographs (shown in Figure 2a) from the crash site trigger the model’s backdoor. Crime scene photographs are often used to demonstrate evidence to a jury [43]. Alice can physically investigate the roads near the scene of the crash to identify candidate street signs that could have caused the crash. **Figure 2b** would present hard evidence to a jury that a backdoored sign present at the scene (aligning with the trigger output by AiP) could cause the accident.

Legal proceedings rely upon expert witnesses providing their interpretation of the best evidence they can obtain. Without using AiP in her forensic investigation, Alice would have no evidence that a backdoor existed and, in a court of law, would be unable to demonstrate and testify to the likelihood of the model causing the accident.

### 2.2 Assumptions

The design of AiP is built on several assumptions that match traditional forensic scenarios (such as the motivating example presented above). We assume that the DL model is built on commodity frameworks that are not obfuscated (e.g., TensorFlow, PyTorch). These frameworks are built on a full software stack where each software component must conform to the higher or lower software components. For example, an ML model designer creating a DNN in TensorFlow must conform the model’s design to the underlying framework’s classes and objects. Subsequently, the framework’s classes and objects must follow very specific structures that are defined by the interpreted language and lower-level C code. These interdependencies make obfuscating or redesigning the framework code difficult, which supports our assumption that AiP will apply to most traditional forensic scenarios.

In designing AiP, we reverse-engineered this software stack and chose the lowest layers possible to target AiP’s recovery. This would allow an investigator to recover a diverse set of models generically and also put AiP out of reach for all but the most advanced anti-forensics techniques. In a non-traditional forensics scenario, each layer of the software stack described above provides some opportunity for anti-forensics. A model designer attempting to obfuscate a model can do very little (simple tricks such as obfuscating model and layer names) because the model’s implementation must conform to the framework. Framework designers can obfuscate classes and objects by complicating the structures of DNN nodes and intermediate data structures, but they must still comply with the lower-layer software. AiP can be extended to any new framework design (regardless of the complexity of the data structures), which we discuss §5.1. Finally, the most determined obfuscator may redevelop software at the GPU-level intending to obfuscate the ML system. This could thwart AiP, but would entail a full
We apply the intuition that though there may be thousands with a breadth-first search through the model object for all AiP employs a generic recovery algorithm, which utilizes with no ambiguity between distinct tensors with equivalent which is a DAG, the semantics of the DNN’s operations can whether a tensor exists in CPU or GPU memory, modifying which we consider out of the scope of this paper.

3 AiP Design

Figure 3 provides an overview of AiP, which consists of three main phases. AiP takes CPU and GPU memory images as input from an investigator (detailed in Appendix A). AiP first locates the DL model’s root object in memory (§3.2). AiP then applies its generic recovery algorithm (§3.1.1) to search for tensors for each layer in the model. AiP then identifies whether a tensor exists in CPU or GPU memory, modifying search constraints based on where the tensor is (§3.3). AiP then connects recovered tensors to higher-level data structures, matches them to nodes in the DNN’s graph, and rehosts the recovered model in a live process used for the white-box investigation (§3.4).

3.1 DNN Characteristics and Key Observations

DNNs are complex mathematical operations that can be represented as directed acyclic graphs or DAGs, meaning that no operation points back to previous operations. Essentially, operations will be performed from node to node in a directed fashion where no previous node is ever used again. This definition extends beyond a particular framework or platform. This reveals the key intuition that for each DNN, which is a DAG, the semantics of the DNN’s operations can be captured by examining the inputs of each node, as well as each node’s shape, element counts, weights, and node type. By understanding the hierarchy of data comprising a DL model node, it is possible to interpret properly the tensors in memory that match the high-level representation of the node in the DNN’s graph. The iterative application of tensor interpretation to all DNN nodes starting from the model object enables the recovery of the DNN model.

3.1.1 Tensor Recovery and Filtering

We apply the intuition that though there may be thousands of tensors in memory, each tensor recovered for the DAG should correspond to exactly one valid tensor in memory, with no ambiguity between distinct tensors with equivalent element count and shape. Starting at the DAG’s rootnode, AiP employs a generic recovery algorithm, which utilizes the unique characteristics of the DNN’s nodes to isolate and recover the nodes’ associated tensors (framework specific implementation shown in §3.3).

AiP’s generic recovery is shown in Algorithm 1. It begins with a breadth-first search through the model object for all the branches leading to leaves (tensors) (Line 3 - Line 13).

Algorithm 1: Tensor Recovery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Model Root R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Tensor Set V_f</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Q ←− ∅ V_handle ←− ∅
2. V_enum ←− ∅
3. Q.enqueue(R)
4. while not Q.empty() do
5. Node = Q.dequeue()
6. if Node.children = ∅ then
7. V_handle ←− V_handle ∪ H(Node);
8. V_enum ←− V_enum ∪ C(Node);
9. end
10. // Visit Children
11. for x ∈ Node.children do
12. Q.enqueue(x);
13. end
14. // Begin Filtering, Initialize Mapping for Tensor Set
15. V_f ←− ∅
16. for tᵢ ∈ heap do
17. // Filter Corrupt Tensors
18. if Corrupt(tᵢ) then
19. continue
20. end
21. // Filter Semantically Invalid Tensors
22. if Name(tᵢ) ∉ V_handle, or Shape(tᵢ) ∉ V_enum then
23. continue
24. end
25. // Add Valid Tensors to Recovery Set
26. V_f ←− V_f ∪ tᵢ

AiP extracts the shapes, element counts, and the names of tensors by looking at members in their data structures. AiP then extracts a handle to a representation of each tensor containing an internal name, data type, and device placement string (Line 7). AiP constructs a set of valid tensors, matching the constraints of the data structures created previously. The constraints created from the universal characteristics of each DNN node help AiP avoid tensors with invalid shapes or element counts, recovering only correct nodes from the DNN’s graph (Line 21).

AiP also ensures that, given a tensor constraint (shape, element count, name), all pointers in the data structures recovered point to valid regions of memory in process. Pointers are checked such that they point to subsequent valid data structures (e.g., a tensor points to a buffer object with a flat in-memory buffer). AiP performs a final sanity check to find whether a tensor belongs to a node in the DNN’s graph by validating the node’s reference count (a count of 0 mean the tensor has been deallocated but has not been overwritten in memory).

---

\footnote{A multi-dimensional array of data used in DL.}
3.2 Model Object Retrieval and Memory Forensics Frontends

Given an input of CPU and GPU memory images, AiP recovers the DNN’s graph, as well as the graph’s nodes, discussed in §3.1.1, to enable DNN investigation with white-box techniques. To this end, AiP first must identify a high-level object in memory fitting the characteristics of a DNN. Then, AiP recovers the root objects from the memory associated with the DNN model and its backbone. However, without an implemented memory forensics frontend for a particular system and framework, AiP would not be able to locate the nodes and graph structure that form the DNN in the tensor recovery step.

The memory forensics frontends that AiP requires to operate, all share common characteristics. These characteristics are similar from framework to framework, as the efficient management of matrices and matrix operations are standardized by common libraries such as CUDA [38], cuBLAS, and BLAS [53]. The nodes associated with the DNN need to be structured such that these standardized libraries used across platforms and systems can utilize them. As a result, all memory forensics frontends utilized by AiP share universal characteristics, as shown in §3.1. DNN model management by frameworks typically needs the following: DNN layer counts, layer names, tensor shapes, device location strings, and pointers to tensor data structures containing tensor weights. The objects leading to these characteristic DNN components may ultimately vary from framework to framework, begging the need for a memory forensics frontend. AiP, once given this memory forensics frontend, can accurately reconstruct the graph structure and node types for a DNN (as well as associated tensor weights) by following the generic recovery methodology in §3.1.1.

Python Memory Forensics Frontends. AiP comes prebuilt with memory forensics frontends for Python and the TensorFlow [36] and Pytorch [37] frameworks. Tensorflow’s implementation is different from that of Pytorch’s, but as discussed above, the underlying representation of tensors is largely similar. Also, the memory forensics frontend component that handles the Python interpreter is the same between frameworks. As a result, there are largely shared components of each frontend. Once given the frontend for each framework, AiP traverses the garbage collector (GC) of the Python process to recover objects corresponding to a high-level representation of the DNN model, leaving lower-level (C, C++) objects for later recoveries, such as model nodes and tensor weights.

To do this, AiP locates the Python process in memory by walking the pointers in the linked list in kernel memory containing all active processes. Using the pointer to the section header table from the ELF header, the location of the dynamic symbol table (pointing to relevant process-specific functions and symbols) is used to recover symbols necessary for model object identification. For the Python frontend, AiP finds the Relative Value Address (RVA) of _PyRuntime, which is an object that points to the GC for many versions of Python, and begins looking for the model object. More memory forensics frontends can be created for other processes/interpreters such that they can be extended to other languages and frameworks.

Garbage Collector and Model Signature Search. For the prebuilt example, by finding the GC of the Python interpreter, AiP finds references to Python data structures that lead to the definition of the DNN. AiP then iterates through the GC and enumerates all Python objects referenced by the GC, searching for objects matching those of the DAG described in §3.1. AiP uses high-level common characteristics of ML models to match generic model objects to the Python objects found by traversing the GC, leading to the identification of the user-defined model. These model objects can be identified solely by name (often by a type string such as ‘ResNet’), but then are verified by looking at lower-level components of that object. As data structures, these model root objects can be envisioned as a tree, containing a root node and branches leading down various Python data structures, with leaves containing the individual operations used by the graph.

Figure 4: MobileNetV1 with SSD applied to an input image. Its first convolutional layer is shown to be reconstructed by AiP’s tensor recovery (Phase 2).

Figure 4: MobileNetV1 with SSD applied to an input image. Its first convolutional layer is shown to be reconstructed by AiP’s tensor recovery (Phase 2).

Referring back to §2.1, Alice recovers an SSD MobileNetV1 model from a memory image (deployed with TensorFlow) for white-box investigation. Figure 4 shows the SSD MobileNetV1 DNN with a convolutional layer, intermediate layers (comprising the rest of the model), and the DNN output. Given an input traffic sign image (size 224x224x3), operations will be applied such that the output of the DNN is the sign’s class (e.g., speed limit).
Generic tensor recovery allows AiP to go from high-level node characteristics to its underlying tensor representation. We can see that the first layer (convolutional layer circled in red) is defined hierarchically in memory. First, the layer node has an associated object (Tensor Root Obj) that contains the object’s type (Conv), ref count, and a pointer to another object, (Tensor Obj). Tensor Obj defines more characteristics of the node, such as reference counts for the layer, shape data, and dimension count. It also includes a pointer to tensor weights (Tensor Buf Obj). Tensor Buf Obj finally contains a pointer to raw tensor data stored on the GPU. By understanding the hierarchy of data shown, which we implemented as the TensorFlow frontend, it is possible to interpret properly tensors in memory (Reconstructed Tensor) that match the high-level representation of the node in the DNN’s graph. Once these nodes are identified, the iterative application of tensor reconstruction to all DNN nodes enables the recovery of the DNN model.

**Extensibility.** As described in §3.1, frameworks across platforms and systems have similar representations of tensors. This is due to the way DNNs are represented, primarily as DAGs, meaning there is a list of features that each node in the DNN must contain. Therefore, memory forensics frontends for a framework need to be implemented only to the point where a model root node can be identified (discussed in §5.1) and then AiP’s generic recovery can be applied.

### 3.3 Feedback-Driven Tensor Recovery

For model objects in memory, direct connections to tensor buffers for each operation in the model may be unavailable (via direct pointer traversal). Unless explicitly requested, large tensor buffers (tensor data) may not be directly stored in the Python layer, as shown in Figure 5. We see with solid connecting lines that pointers from the model root object can be used to identify a layer by name and shape. However, the associated tensor data (holding weights) is not accessible via pointer traversal from the model root layer (red cross). Thus, AiP identifies connections that are missing from the model graph, creates signatures for tensor objects based on collected Python layer attributes (DL Model Key Attribute Collection), and utilizes those signatures to recover tensors from the C layer, utilizing the recovery strategy in §3.1.1. Referring back to the poisoned MobileNetV1 with SSD (one TensorFlow deployed model investigated by Alice in §2.1), we see that three tensor candidates were found for the first layer of the model. However, AiP is able to discard all tensor candidates except the one precisely matching that of one candidate (Var7 with shape 3x3x3x32).

**Multi-stage Model Recovery.** During tensor recovery, AiP creates the connections missing between nodes and their associated tensor buffers. To do this, AiP employs the generic multi-stage retrieval process shown in §3.1.1. During this procedure, AiP gathers handles to C tensor identifiers containing information such as device placement, internal name, and type name. These identifiers do not directly contain the weights of the tensor but hold information necessary for the ML framework to later access the weight buffer of the tensor (as indicated by the invalid connection from the model to tensor data in Figure 5). Tensor buffers might not even be available in CPU memory, as ML systems typically utilize powerful GPUs for inference and training. Fortunately, utilizing the identifiers for each tensor, AiP interprets each tensor’s buffer pointer such that the buffer can be recovered from the GPU (§3.3.1).

#### 3.3.1 Recovery of Models on the GPU

In production ML systems, GPUs are often used to perform calculations instead of a CPU. As a result, AiP should not limit its recovery to systems running on a CPU and main memories (called CPU memory for convenience). The GPU memory space is partitioned into multiple regions such as global memory, shared memory, texture memory, etc. Global memory is a region of memory on the GPU where buffers of data are created and stored. As AiP is primarily concerned with the recovery of the buffers of tensors, AiP must be made aware that the recovery of tensors is not limited to CPU memory but also the global memory associated with the ML process. However, AiP initially is unaware that pointers in CPU memory may point to regions of memory on the GPU. Without knowledge that data may be placed on the GPU (and how), AiP is unable to recover tensor weights.

However, two main technical challenges impede GPU tensor recovery. First, the determination of how data is stored on a GPU, as well as the layout of data structures on the GPU, is unclear. Second, we found that ML systems handle the management of higher-level data structures exclusively on the CPU and delegate the GPU to hold buffers of raw floats, meaning there are no meaningful data structures to search for on a GPU memory image (for tensors).

**GPU Address Contextualization.** To address the first challenge, we observed that the only relevant section of memory that needed to be examined was the global memory...
on the GPU memory image. Regardless of how many sections of global memory are associated with the given process, we found that all buffers containing the floats corresponding to each node of the DNN are contained in these sections. Thus, it is not important for AiP to understand the semantics of the GPU memory layout to guide its recovery as long as the regions of memory associated with the tensor buffers are identified. To do this, AiP first recognizes from the CPU memory image whether the GPU memory image will even be used (looking at device location strings from tensors collected in §3.1.1). Then, AiP iterates through GPU memory regions and determines the valid address spaces to which pointers in CPU memory may point. To do so, AiP identifies all sections of global memory in GPU memory and discards all other sections as potential candidates for tensor locations. The number of relevant address spaces (automatically found by AiP) depends on the way each framework uses CUDA.

To address the second challenge, we found that the management of pointers to the float buffers is handled internally by the ML framework on the CPU, as ML frameworks do not mandate that models or tensors be stored on the GPU, instead allowing users to delegate where the tensors/model are stored. From this we see that if AiP understands that pointers in CPU memory may point to GPU memory, each buffer of floats in global memory can be interpreted. To that end, AiP can connect the node in the DNN’s graph to its tensor weights via the pointer to global memory where the tensor points to, AiP validates tensors as valid at addresses in GPU address spaces in global memory and their memory (with node characteristics collected earlier) and eliminates two of the three as candidates, as they did not point to GPU address spaces in global memory and their nodes did not have non-zero reference counts. By checking whether a set of floats is occupying the space in GPU memory where the tensor points to, AiP validates tensors as GPU tensors and continues recovering the raw floats necessary for DNN reconstruction.

3.4 Rehosting Recovered Models

With the recovered DNN model, AiP next rehosts it in a new live process to enable investigators to apply white-box investigative techniques. Although all tensors of the DNN, as well as the DNN’s topology, are recovered, they are bound to the process from which they were recovered (in the memory dump). Operations applied to tensors (convolutions, flattening, etc.) access the underlying C++ tensor data structure, which contains pointers to subsequent buffer data structures, shapes, and flat in-memory data buffers. To use the DNN in a live process, recovered data structures need to first be rehosted within a new running process on the investigator’s system. To this end, AiP maps the heap of the original process containing the recovered data structures into the live memory of a new process (as well as the GPU memory). Then, AiP reinterprets the data structures to graft them into the appropriate places within the live model.
Environment Setup. To ensure that live tensors can be replaced with tensors recovered from memory, AiP first maps the recovered tensors into the memory of a running process. This mapping contains connections within the recovered data structures that are invalid in the live process. Initially, mapped data contains pointers that cannot be followed to data in the live process, making them unusable. However, AiP uses data structure definitions for an ML framework to reinterpret these invalid data structures in a way such that they can be used in the live process with valid connections. Using the high-level DNN object description collected in §3.2, an empty placeholder model can be created in the live process with the same graph structure as that in the old memory image. AiP then applies the process shown in Figure 7 to reconnect tensors back to the leaves of this empty model.

Rehosting. Rehosting relevant data structures from a DNN in a memory image into a live process is challenging for three reasons. First, the locations of objects (e.g., tensors) and functions in the memory of a running process are randomized with each execution of the process as a result of Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR). With each memory snapshot taken of a DNN, the pointers to tensor data structures and their dynamic function tables will vary. Second, tensor data structures are polymorphic and are utilized by higher-level data structures. Without handling by AiP, recovered data structures are unusable within the live process since the interconnection between higher-level data structures and recovered tensors do not exist. Finally, tensor data is typically stored on the GPU, meaning that pointers pointing to the floats for each tensor will not point to locations within the CPU memory image (making them unusable). Without mending the broken pointers between the data in the CPU and GPU memory images, the corresponding data structures, and dynamic function tables in the live environment, further analysis of the DNN with any white-box methodology is impossible.

To overcome these challenges, we realize that ML frameworks, such as PyTorch and TensorFlow, allow for the conversion of tensors represented with other popular libraries (e.g., Numpy) into framework-specific containers, such as tensorflow.Tensor [54] or torch.tensor [55]. However, the memory forensics frontends built for Pytorch and TensorFlow are not concerned with this, as, though currently unusable in a live process, the DNN’s topology, nodes, and node characteristics have correctly been recovered by AiP. As seen in Figure 7, AiP first maps low-level tensor data from the old memory space into the live process. However, without fixing broken pointers to tensor data, their use in the live process is impossible. To overcome this, with the intent to make AiP as ML-framework agnostic as possible, AiP utilizes common representations of tensors shared between ML frameworks. AiP rehosts tensors to an intermediate form (a NumPy array), fitting a representation of typical tensor data structures across Python-based frameworks. When tensors are first rehosted in a common intermediate form that multiple frameworks can utilize, AiP is no longer overly dependent on the framework and framework version used by the system in which the memory dump was collected. AiP follows this ML framework-agnostic principle, allowing the ML framework to do the heavy lifting in converting these intermediate form tensors into framework-specific usable live data structures (making them usable in a live process).

For its rehosting, AiP first reloads the node constraints for model recovery such as shape, and element count (§3.3). AiP traverses the pointers in the recovered data structures mapped into memory (which are only valid in old memory) and validates the shape and element count for each tensor. AiP ensures that they are correct by comparing the number of floats recovered for each layer to the number of expected floats for each layer. AiP then locates the start of the in-memory flat buffer holding the weights of the tensor, which may be in CPU or GPU memory.

AiP then creates empty intermediate tensor representations, such as a NumPy array, with shapes corresponding to those from the node characteristics. AiP fills these arrays with the data collected from each in-memory buffer, preparing the tensors to be reused in the live process. This process avoids utilizing management objects (objects between the model root and tensor), simplifying the rehosting process. Once converted to NumPy arrays, AiP can use ML framework-specific capabilities (NumPy to tensor conversion) to convert these intermediate representations of the tensors into a form that can be plugged into a model layer (as indicated by the blue arrows in Figure 7). This avoids the direct use of third-party libraries (minimizing dependency on tools like ONNX [56]), but allows for later downstream usage if desired by the investigator. In fact, tools such as ONNX require white-box access to the model to even be usable. AiP is able to rehost tensors from the GPU memory onto the CPU memory (and vice-versa), as each ML framework manages the placement of tensors onto specific devices during conversion (with a device string). Each intermediate representation is converted to a usable tensor in the live process, and framework-specific functions are used by AiP to connect the recovered underlying tensor weights to the nodes of the DNN such that the DNN can subsequently be analyzed.

4 Evaluation

We developed the prototype of AiP for the two most popular DL frameworks, TensorFlow (TF) [36] and PyTorch (PT) [37], and show AiP’s evaluation in this section. AiP’s techniques can be extended to other frameworks and programming languages (detailed in §5.1).
Table 2: AiP Model Recovery from Memory Images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FW Ver.</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Layers</th>
<th>Weights</th>
<th>GPU Ptrs.</th>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Dens.</th>
<th>Inv Tens.</th>
<th>MGO</th>
<th>Time(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(#) (%)</td>
<td>(#) (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Python</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TensorFlow</td>
<td>Resnet152v1</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>94,583,573</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>355,033,926</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MobileNetV1</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>21,378,133</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>356,010,139</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MobileNetV2</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>6,487,724</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>289,896,208</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VGG16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>16,456,108</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>300,105,314</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BD-LSTM</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>2,757,761</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>286,152,137</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyTorch</td>
<td>Resnet152v1</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>94,583,573</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>342,507,870</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MobileNetV1</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>21,378,133</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>335,444,150</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MobileNetV2</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>6,487,724</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>339,320,232</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VGG16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>16,456,108</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>287,459,382</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BD-LSTM</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>2,757,761</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>276,576,137</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1: Density corresponds to the proportion of key data structures recovered versus total data structures found.
2: Number of invalid tensors that have a valid shape and element count, but contain corrupted pointers or a reference count of 0.
3: Number of management objects traversed to reach key C structs.

4.1 Experimental Setup & Datasets

AiP does not require any modifications to the framework for its model recovery and rehosting. To demonstrate AiP’s robustness in recovery, we evaluated its capabilities on three different recent versions of PT (1.6, 2.4, 2.4) and TF (2.2, 2.3, 2.4). AiP’s rehosting capabilities were evaluated on a machine running Windows 10.0.1 with 16GB memory using an NVIDIA GTX 1070 GPU (i.e., the investigator’s system).

Datasets and Models. Our evaluation was done with the LISA [47], CIFAR10 [48], and IMDB [49] datasets. LISA is an annotated traffic sign dataset. We used Resnet152 [57] and MobileNetV1 [58] as our models, implemented in both TF and PT. The CIFAR10 dataset contains 32x32 images for 10 different classes. For CIFAR10, we used VGG16 [59] and MobileNetV2 [60], implemented in both TF and PT. Finally, for the IMDB dataset, containing reviews of movies labeled positive or negative, we used an LSTM-based RNN [61]. For all three datasets, we split the training and testing dataset such that 20% of the dataset was used for testing (10K images for CIFAR10, ~1.6K images for LISA, 10k reviews for IMDB) and 80% was used for training. Each model was deployed on a system with Debian 11 with 16 GB RAM, NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti GPU with CUDA 11.2 (driver version 460.91.03).

Memory Image Acquisition. Memory images were collected for all models across all framework versions. Memory snapshots were taken 10–120 seconds following the evaluation of the model and included the entire Debian system’s physical memory. GPU memory images were taken immediately after the snapshot of the system’s physical memory. We ensure that address space layout randomization (ASLR) and kernel address space layout randomization (KASLR) are enabled and that we use production binaries (striped and no debug symbols). Information about how memory dumps were collected can be found in Appendix A.

4.2 Model Recovery

We first evaluated AiP’s capability of model recovery (Table 2). Columns 1–3 show the framework (TF/PT), dataset, and model used in each evaluation, respectively. Columns 4–7 show the number of layers and weights recovered by AiP for each model type. We observe that each is recovered with 100% accuracy (30/30 models).

Column 8 presents the number of GPU pointers walked in AiP’s model recovery (when GPU data is accessed from pointers). The GPU pointer count often exceeds the layer count in each model. Resnet152 has 940 GPU pointers and
522 recovered layers, as each layer contains a set of weights for the bias and kernel of that layer. VGG16 on PT has fewer GPU pointers (34) than layers (38), as operations such as pooling are counted by AiP as a “layer” but do not point to any data.

The number of Python (Column 9) and C (Column 10) objects recovered per run remains similar between different models within the same framework, with a variance of up to around 50K Python objects for the same model but a different framework version. For example, Resnet152 TF models have Python objects recovered ranging from 342,507 to 390,855 and C objects ranging from 8,720 to 9,976. Little variance exists between the number of C objects recovered for the same model on different framework versions (version specific data-structure changes) with a maximum variance of 1,256 C objects for Resnet152 on TF 2.4 and 2.3.

Though each framework version is different from each other, we found that adding additional versions required 3-5 extra data structure definitions, making the total change in C objects recovered to be small. We observe that in recovered PT models, there is no variance between the number of recovered C objects (i.e., VGG16 has 68 and MobileNetV2 has 640 C objects for all versions). This indicates that once the PT model root is found, the process of recovering key data structures is straightforward for AiP (direct pointer traversal).

TensorFlow vs. PyTorch. While evaluating AiP on the TF and PT frontends, we observed trends for each framework (Columns 11-14). We define density (Column 11) as the proportion of key data structures (structures needed for rehosting) recovered versus total data structures found. A lower density does not indicate poor performance by AiP; in fact, it indicates that AiP was able to filter out invalid data structures and recover the necessary data structures for rehosting. All data structures recovered from PT are valid (density of 1.0 across all evaluations), while AiP had to filter out invalid tensors and invalid handles during the recovery for TF (avg density of 0.56). This difference in density can be attributed to the different implementations of the underlying frameworks for PT and TF. Particularly, the major difference between frameworks and associated memory forensics frontends is the necessary management object implementations leading to tensor root objects. TF’s tensor objects are less tightly linked by pointers to the model object than PT’s tensor objects are, leading to invalid tensors being found by AiP (and discarded) for TF.

Our reasoning is demonstrated in Column 12. As a result of AiP’s deterministic nature in finding all model data structures in PT, AiP filters no invalid tensors during its recovery. In contrast, AiP encounters a high number of invalid tensors for TF. The most invalid tensors were seen in the experiment with Resnet152 on TF 2.4 (849), while the fewest were seen with the BD-LSTM on TF 2.2 and 2.3 (8). These results show that even with snapshots where invalid tensor data structures are present, AiP can distinguish valid/invalid nodes, resulting in accurate model recovery.

Management Objects. Column 13 shows the number of management objects in each memory forensics frontend traversed by AiP to find the low-level C tensor objects necessary for recovery. With a greater number of layers, there is an increase in the number of management objects for recovery. For example, Resnet152 in TF 2.2 (522 layers) required 5,375 management objects to be walked, whereas VGG16 in TF 2.2 (25 layers) only required 190 management objects. The difference in management object count between the same models on different framework versions can be accounted for by the data structures being different between versions. Overall, the number of management objects in the TF memory forensics frontend is greater than PT’s, making pointer traversal more complex in TF.

Runtime. The runtime for AiP’s recovery in Column 14 is influenced by the difference in tensor object management for each framework. We observe that for the same model with the exact same number of weights (VGG16 in both TF and PT with 16M weights), the PT recovery is much faster than the TF recovery. The greatest difference is seen in VGG16, where the PT (ver 1.10) model was recovered in 94.8 seconds and the TF (ver 2.3) model was recovered in 14k seconds, showing a 150 times faster recovery for the PT model. In Column 4, we see that even though the number of layers recovered by AiP for each model in PT is close to the number recovered for TF, AiP’s recovery time is still less for PT. This difference is attributed to the way management objects are coupled to tensor objects in each memory forensics frontend.

Scalability to State of the Art Model Sizes. We also observe that the runtime scales well to large models and is not dependent on model size. Resnet152v1 in TF has 94M parameters, which is similar to many SOTA object-detection models such as YoloV7 [62] (37M parameters) or Transformer [63] (110M parameters). Comparing the runtime of AiP for Resnet152 (94.5M parameters) to BD-LSTM (2.7M parameters, 45 times fewer than Resnet152), we see that the runtime of Resnet is around double, meaning that it does not scale linearly with model size difference (not 45 times longer). Even for BD-LSTM in TF 2.3, the runtime (9,755 sec) exceeds that of Resnet (9,550 sec). In TF 2.4, VGG16 had the lowest runtime (1,046 seconds, ten times lower than the next lowest runtime) but has eight times the parameter count and three times the number of layers as BD-LSTM.

4.3 Model Rehosting

For rehosting, we aim to show that the deployed model is the same as the rehosted model. To do so, we evaluate each model on a set of clean test data from its respective dataset. Table 3 presents the detailed results of AiP’s rehosting. Column 1 shows the model type rehosted by AiP. Columns 2 (TF) and 6 (PT) shows the framework versions, which correspond to
We observe the same across all evaluations. Deployed AiP rehosted three different layer types (Embedding, LSTM, VGG16 AiP rehosted two different layer types (Conv, and Fully Connected), matching what we expect for the architecture of each model. We observe that the number of layer types rehosted by AiP matches the number of layer types for each model. We take these results (equivalent accuracies and layer types) as evidence to show the rehosting capability of AiP.

4.4 AiP Robustness on Online Learning DNNs

We aim to show that AiP is robust in its recovery and rehosting for models that are constantly updating and inferring (online learning models). To demonstrate this, we conducted a timing experiment in which AiP recovers and rehosts such models (using the same hardware and setup detailed in §4.1). The models tested (MobileNetV2, Resnet152) were continuously trained on batches of data, during time intervals $t_n$, where $n$ ranged from 0-9. Each time interval (TI) was separated by 300 seconds. Measurements of the model’s accuracy (ACC), the success rate of the attack (ASR), and a memory snapshot were taken at the end of each TI. At $t_n$, poisoned data with poison rate 10% was introduced (such as in the §2.1) and the model was trained on poisoned data until the end of $t_n$. For each snapshot taken at each TI, AiP recovers the model from memory and rehosts the model into a live environment such that the ACC and ASR can be compared to the ACC and ASR taken during the model’s deployment. Similar to §4.3, the rehosted ACC/ASR matches the deployed model’s ACC/ASR every time.

Table 4 shows the results. At each TI (Column 2), we measured the ACC (Column 3) and ASR (Column 4) of the model after AiP’s recovery. Importantly, when poisoned data is introduced into each model’s learning ($t_3-t_7$), we see that the ASR climbs to roughly 98% in the MobileNetV2 model and 100% in the Resnet152 model. The ACC is unaffected (remaining at about 95% and 97% for MobileNetV2 and Resnet152, respectively). The ASR for deployed/rehosted models is unchanged when the models resume training on clean data ($t_8-t_9$), indicating that the learned backdoor persists even when the model is not actively being poisoned.

Columns 5-7 of Table 4 show the layers, weights, and GPU pointers rehosted by AiP for each model type. For MobileNetV1 and V2 we expect four layer types to be rehosted across all frameworks and versions (DW Conv, PW Conv, Fully Connected, Batch-Normalization), and we see that AiP was able to recover and rehost all four types. For Resnet152 we expect and find that AiP rehosted three different layer types (Conv, Fully Connected, and Batch-Normalization). For VGG16 AiP rehosted two different layer types (Conv, and Fully Connected). Finally, for the BD-LSTM and LSTM, AiP rehosted three different layer types (Embedding, LSTM, Fully Connected), matching what we expect for the architecture of each model. We observe that the number of layer types rehosted by AiP matches the number of layer types for each model. We take these results (equivalent accuracies and layer types) as evidence to show the rehosting capability of AiP.
5 Discussion

5.1 Extending To New Frameworks

We have implemented two memory forensics frontends for AiP to handle two popular Python-based ML frameworks (for which there were three versions of each), Pytorch [37] (PT) and TensorFlow [36] (TF). However, we acknowledge that though PT and TF are the most popular ML frameworks [64], there are a plethora of other ML frameworks in Python, Java, and a variety of other languages. Utilizing the information introduced in §3.1, as well as in §3.2, it is possible to implement new frontends targeting these frameworks and languages.

As described in §3.1, we conclude that though intermediate objects (management objects used to manage/store higher-level tensor representations) differ from framework to framework, tensor representations all have similar structure and usage. The nodes of each model will remain similar given a new framework, and we saw through TF/PT that the number of different management objects used to get from a high-level representation of a layer to a tensor is under 10. Forensic investigators only need to add new data structure signatures for these management objects to extend AiP to new frameworks. A variety of memory forensics works [65]–[69] also employ similar strategies to extend their methodologies to new frameworks and systems. Fortunately, investigators also have access to multiple data-structure generation tools [41], [70], [71] that can assist with the task of generating structures for a new frontend.

Anti-Forensics Framework Design. Frameworks that stray from the efficient design of low-level tensor objects (obfuscating the generic and required elements to represent a node in a DNN seen in §3.1) can make recovery harder for AiP. However, as discussed in previous works, obfuscated platforms and systems can be analyzed by forensic techniques [39], [41], [44] with extra work by the investigator to use tools to recover the data-structures of obfuscated objects [41], [70], [71]. Investigators can use these tools to recover the data structures for the obfuscated ML framework. Utilizing these data structures, the investigator can then implement the frontend for that framework in the same way as for non-anti-forensics frameworks. Notably, anti-forensics systems would still need to hold the minimum quantity of information necessary to pass to GPU-level functions, as discussed in §2.2, enabling AiP’s recovery algorithm.

5.2 Limitations

Secure Enclaves and TEEs. Companies may not want proprietary models trained on sensitive data to be accessible to an adversary intending to pry into their ML system. As a result, defenses towards memory acquisition can be utilized by ML systems. Secure Enclaves (SEs), secure memory regions that can be filled with sensitive training data, model parameters, etc, and Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) are used to guarantee that training data and model parameters cannot be accessed by adversaries [72]–[74].

Though SEs and TEEs restrict memory acquisition, in the situation where memory from the TEE or secure enclave is collected, AiP can still accurately recover the ML model. Restrictions on memory acquisition is an issue that plagues all memory forensics tools/approaches, and is not unique to AiP. AiP, as well as any other memory forensics tools, relies on a complete memory dump to perform model recovery, meaning that given collected memory dumps from the TEE or SE AiP function as intended.

Input Formatting. ML applications have two relevant “inputs” as far as AiP is concerned. First, the application collects raw inputs (e.g., the video feed from a self-driving car). Second, raw inputs are processed before being passed in the proper format (e.g., RGB 640x640x3) to the DNN input layer. To use white-box analyses, the investigator only needs to know the format of the input passed into the DNN and not the raw data collected by the application. To help the investigator, AiP will output the buffer associated with the input to the DNN’s input layer (e.g., this buffer would contain the pixels of the input image to a DNN). AiP can do this because inputs to the DNN are stored internally as tensors (used during training/inference). AiP’s tensor recovery in §3.3 recovers tensors whose shapes match the expected shape of the input layer to the DNN. Upon recovery of these tensors, AiP recovers their tensor buffers, which reveals the input format to the DNN. Inspecting the bytes (e.g., pixels) in the buffer reveals the data’s byte-wise ordering, RGB/YUV format, etc. Additionally, it may be helpful for an investigator to recover the application’s raw input format. AiP could be extended to use any prior works [75]–[77] to aid in input format analysis once example image buffers are recovered by AiP.

6 Related Work

Memory Forensics. While memory-forensics techniques [78] have been applied to areas such as value-set analysis [79], malware detection/analysis [66], [80], and sequencing user activity [81], no work has aimed to recover ML models from memory. This is due to the previously discussed complexities regarding interpreted languages like Python, as well as frameworks like Pytorch [37] and TensorFlow [36]. Similarly, while ML models rely on GPUs for model inference and training, no work has investigated object recovery from GPU memory, making ML model recovery an impossibility. Previous work has used CPU memory dumps to infer how malware may utilize the GPU [67], but no work

robust in recovery and reshosting even in an online learning scenario.
to our knowledge creates a link between CPU and GPU memory to recover objects from both. Another stem of research studies [66], [82] has deployed ML to aid in memory forensics, which is distinct from our study proposing memory forensics of ML systems.

Attacks Against DNNs. Attacks targeting DNNs are diversifying and becoming more sophisticated. Poisoning attacks use adversary-crafted input during training to cause misclassification of inputs in deployment [83], [84]. Poisoning attacks can have negative effects on the process of Federated Learning and Transfer Learning [14]. With the advent of uniquely deployed models and various forms of model refinement in federated and transfer learning, it is clear that the live ML model on a deployed system should be tested if misbehavior occurs. Moreover, as shown in §2.1, DNN models can be forced to misclassify objects with a backdoor hidden in a deployed model [14], [85]–[87]. These attacks can be enabled during runtime, necessitating that the live model be extracted for analysis. AiP helps the investigator recover live DNN models in deployed systems to enable detection of such attacks.

7 Conclusion

We propose AiP, a system for recovering and rehosting DL models from device memory images to enable forensic analysis. AiP is the first system capable of navigating the data structures of the OS, interpreter, and ML framework to accurately recover the parameters that define a model. AiP then rehosts the model within a live process on the investigator’s device for further investigation. AiP when evaluated on five unique DL model types across two frameworks, successfully recovered and rehosted all models.
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### A Memory Image Acquisition

A variety of tools and techniques assist forensic investigators in acquiring memory images. Microsoft’s AVML [88] and LiME [89] are popular tools for recovering volatile memory from Linux. Memory acquisition from Android devices is possible through LiME (enabling the analysis of models deployed on a smartphone via AiP’s recovery). Forensic techniques have been developed to analyze automotive systems/automotive system memory [90]–[94]. Likewise, embedded systems such as Arduino and Raspberry Pi come with capabilities to dump their own volatile memory. Even PLCs, considered critical infrastructure in ICS, have had tools designed to acquire and analyze their volatile memory [95]–[97] for security analysis.

For the experiments conducted in this paper, the memory images (CPU and GPU) given to AiP are collected from a running ML system. To collect a CPU memory image, we utilize LiME [89]. LiME produces a complete image of volatile memory from the system. This image contains all memory from running processes, including the process with the live DNN. Once the CPU memory image is collected, we collect the GPU memory of the running Python process. This memory image, primarily used for debugging, contains information pertaining to GPU registers, device/grid/block/warp/thread info, and the global memory associated with the process. To collect the GPU memory image, CUDA-GDB’s [98] manual GPU core image generation feature is used. At the start of process execution, when communication with the GPU occurs, a pipe is created by CUDA. Writing to this pipe during process execution stops the process and produces a GPU memory image containing the GPU memory at the moment when the pipe was written to. By utilizing both memory images, AiP is able to perform its model recovery and model rehosting.